Abstract. The construction industry is well known as a highly risk prone industry owing to the complexity of its activities and dynamic project environments generating an atmosphere of risks that must be taken into consideration in the decision process. For this reason, we have developed this treatise to elucidate the fundamentals of risk management through a concise new proposal of literature review for risk management in construction. Our explanation of this is venture is that over the years, this area has been acknowledged as a crucial process in the business institutions and the most discussed subject among experts and researchers in the construction sector. We have tried in this report to present the most recent studies considering the impossibility to present all definitions of the concept of risk. This study is mainly a literature review; it looks at the literature relating to the concept of risk, risk management in construction as well as methods used in construction industry.

1 Introduction

All human ventures bring in uncertainty and risk. It is agreed that risk is extreme in the business sector than other sectors. Every entrepreneurial act and a business decision are associated with risk. The risk is an occurrence that has a degree of obscurity and can either be positive or negative. A positive risk is a convenient opportunity, while a negative risk is a threat and hence inconvenient [1]. The more convenient and less convenient risks imply progressive and negative outcomes respectively. However, the CI faces fewer random risks, but these may have adverse consequences for a time, for example, increase cost, time overruns and low-quality work. The factors leading to such an outcome include planning, design and construction intricacy as well as the presence of countless interest groups and material resources [2]. Concerning risk negative impacts, [3] clarified that individuals dislike risk and that each party in the CI is risk averse; consequently, RM becomes significant in eliminating or reducing risk through the various processes of RM. [4] stated that RM has various complicated dimensions relating to the CI, with results that go beyond its direct physical detriment to the financial and cultural processes, and even the way society functions. According to [5], all construction projects are hazardous by nature due to their configuration, financial and organizational arrangements, and technology and resource demands; hence, RM in construction projects is dynamic rather than stagnant. [6] argue that it is crucial for the industry to minimise these risks and uncertainties so as to unearth the impact thereof to determine which part of the project is more expose to risk and less feasible. RM has the task of identifying risks, measuring the probability and the likely impact of events, and treating risks, eradicating or minimising their impact with the minimum investment of resources. RM is being developed and employed in a lot of fields, such as environment, public safety, within enterprise management, and health care. This paper focuses on RM in construction. [7], argued that RM when implemented, protects innovative projects, which are essential to gain competitive advantage and succeed in the market, but inevitably involve risky decisions and activities. Risk management could improve the ability to manage all stages of the innovative projects successfully. It has only been a few years since the management literature started to show an interest in applying RM in construction projects; for this reason, many areas are still understudied. This paper was developed to clarify the basics of risk management through a short new suggestion of literature review for risk management. The research objectives are therefore to analyze the existing literature concerning the concept of risk, RM and methods used in managing risks. The next section is devoted to the theoretical framework, including the definition of risk, risk management and risk management process.

2 Literature review

2.1 Risks in construction

The risk is attached to human life and is present in all human attempts. Nevertheless, the complexity of the work involved in construction activities makes the latter more predisposed to risk [8]. The part of the risk involved...
in construction is also more different and varies in degree owing to this complexity [9]. Several researchers have tried to define risk in various ways; generally these definitions were tailored to the objectives of the projects they were dealing with at a particular time. Nonetheless, the definition of risk is highly dependent on the importance placed on applied management in an establishment [10]. Risk describes a situation where former documentation and experience exist upon which measures are taken by obtaining a possible result [11]. Every time a decision is taken as a continuum of possible outcomes in addition to certain probabilities attached to the outcome, a risk exists [12]. Furthermore, [13] argue that risk is occasionally expansively defined, beyond financial, as a probability of loss, injury, setback, disadvantage or destruction. Similarly, [14] indicates that risk relates to a dearth of information or previous experience in a given situation being managed by a decision maker. Further, the risk is considered as the possibility of an investor’s claim in construction work failing to achieve the predictable measures of feasibility [15]. All these authors proposed that risk was disagreeable occurrence; a consequence of imaginable but unexpected circumstances. Imaginable circumstances are events that announce their occurrence, whereas unexpected circumstances are events that occur without any notice.

Various definitions have divulged that risk has an impact or effect on any construction project. The effects thereof may be computed using many terms: financial loss; property damages; injury to people and even a combination of all of these [13]. [16] Indicates that project performance, quality, potency, capacity and financial cost could be altered if an element of risk is involved. According to [2], construction works such as planning, design and development are vulnerable to some factors in an uncertain environment. Construction projects are thus executed in an environment defined by a varying measure of risk and contingencies that could be from known or unknown conditions [12]. Such contingencies are chance occurrences of events where the probability distribution is unknown.

Risks, based on individual views can be categorised in different ways; some are classified based on their probability of occurring while others are classified as a consequence of the impact they may have on construction activities, their types and sources. Despite these various classifications, they are meant to attain a common objective, that is, they are an important aid in risk management and assist in forming risk lists that are used when detecting a risk [17] [18]. [18] further indicated that construction risks can be classified based not only on the impact of the risk on the project but also the source of the risk, while [19] stated that risks are mainly grouped into two categories according to their source, namely, internal and external. Risks comprise three groups: known risks, known unknown risks, and unknown risks [12]. The first category includes minimal variations and often occurs and is inevitable features of construction works. The second category is foreseeable risk events with a known probability of occurrence and impact. The last category is those which, the probability of occurrence cannot be predicted. According to [20], the risk could also be grouped based on sources concerned with stakeholders. For example, the time associated risks, environmentally associated risks, cost associated risks and safety associated risks. The sub-categories of human risks associated with construction projects include technical, political, social, economic, legal, financial, health, managerial and cultural risks. [21], grouped risk into ten categories, namely:

- **Design:** Defective design, inaccurate quantities, not coordinated design, rush design, awarding the design to unqualified designers, lack of consistency between bill of quantities, drawings and specifications
- **Physical:** Occurrence of accidents, because of poor safety procedures, supplies of defective materials, security of material and equipment, public security, varied labor and equipment productivity
- **Logistics:** Improper site investigation, inaccurate project program, unavailable labor, materials and equipment, high competition in bids, undefined scope of working, poor communications between the home and field offices (contractor side)
- **Legal:** Ambiguity of work legislations, difficulty to get permits delayed disputes resolutions, legal disputes during the construction phase among the parties to the contract, no specialized arbitrators to help settle fast
- **Environmental:** Adverse weather conditions, difficulty to access the site (very far), environmental factors (floods, earthquakes, etc.)
- **Construction:** Gaps between the implementation and the specifications due to a misunderstanding of drawings and specifications, actual quantities differ from the contract quantities, design changes, lower work quality in the presence of time constraints, rush bidding, undocumented change orders.
- **Management:** Poor communication between involved parties, ambiguous planning due to project complexity, changes in management ways information unavailability (include uncertainty), resource management
- **Cultural:** Religion, cultural custom
- **Financial:** Delayed payments on contract, unmanaged cash flow, inflation, financial failure of the contractor, exchange rate fluctuation, monopolizing of materials due to closure and other unexpected political conditions
- **Political:** New governmental acts or legislations, inflation, unstable security circumstances (invasions).

### 2.2 Risk management in construction

[8] Stipulates that managing risk makes a significant role in reducing the risks encountered in the CI as it provides a systematic way of assigning risk to construction
projects, thus allowing projects to be managed with a higher degree of expectation and anticipation. According to [10], RM in the CI is the assessment and response to the risk that will be inevitably attached to a project. In parallel, RM is the approach and activities that are put in place to lessen the disturbances that may occur during the action of a project [22]. In essence, RM is required for the effective detection and proper control of risk. Effective risk management means any likely future occurrences thereof in a proactive manner [23]. Consequently, RM that attaches value to proactive measures puts in place an emergency plan that increases the probability of accomplishing the aims and objectives of the project [24]. [18] emphasises that RM involves increasing the results of positive occurrences and curtailing the effects of adverse events. In other words, RM is controlling occurrences that may result in a risk, instead of being passive before such occurrences and reacting later. All the measures that are put in place to control risk are geared towards achieving the project objectives. RM represents a major part of construction works. [11] Asserted that the requirement to manage risk in construction projects is incessantly increasing as a result of the complexity, size, competition, client-consumer requirements, politico-economic challenges and major difficult physical conditions involved in such projects. Comprehensive RM will reduce the probability of an occurrence of an event just as it will reduce the extent of its impact. In accordance with [25], RM refers to a coordinated set of activities and methods that is used to direct an organization and to control the many risks that can affect its ability to achieve objectives. RM ensures that the decision-maker knows and understands the risks and prepares the necessary plan that can prevent disasters or diminish their impact. It covers the process of Identification, Assessment, Allocation, and Management of all project risks [26]. Risk management process (RMP) is the basic principle of understanding and managing risks in a project. All steps in the RMP should be included when dealing with risks, in order to efficiently implement the process in the project. It consists of the main phases [12] [28] [29] [30]:

### 2.2.1 Risk identification (ID)

This is the first stage in the RMP, and it involves capturing all potentials risk that might occur within the project [31]. Risk Identification (RI) forms the base for the next steps of risk analysis and control and enables organisations to learn about the areas that are exposed to risk. If appropriately performed, RI ensures successful risk management as unknown sources of losses escalate into unmanageable occurrences with unforeseen outcomes [32]. The emphasis is not only aimed at the incapability to identify loss causing risks but also includes the incapacity to determine opportunistic events. The effect of the non-identification of positive risks equates to the effect of non-identification of negative risks [32]. RI involves the identification of all possible risks and circumstances that may affect the organisation, as well as the conditions giving rise to these risks and opportunities. Risk identification, therefore, facilitates the efficient studying of areas and activities where organisational resources are at risk, affecting their ability to achieve their business goals [32]. To conduct RI efficiently, primary project documentation must be in place. The project charter, scope statement, and project management plan (Including the Work Breakdown Structure) need to be available to build an exhaustive list of risks. Without these elements as a frame of reference, it is difficult to assess the risks on a project effectively. The RM plan and the organizational atmosphere also must be undoubtedly understood to carry out RI. These form the environment in which the risks will be evaluated. The RM plan may also identify specific RI practices that are either favoured or banned by the organization as part of their risk culture. According to [33], all this information can encourage thinking about different risk matters and concerns when evaluated using the tools and techniques of RI. The tools and technology that are employed in RI are as varied as the projects they serve. Nevertheless, some groups of tool and technique types are most frequently used. The best known are Brainstorming, Interviews, Questionnaires, Delphi technique, Expert systems, etc.

### 2.2.2 Risk assessment/analysis

Risk identification follows on risk assessment. [34] [35] identified risk assessment as the next step of the risk management process. According to [8], risk assessment is a method of using available information to determine the frequency of occurrence and the level of consequences in risk management. According to [36], after all, the risks in a project have been identified; the process of qualitative risk assessment must follow which requires further analysis through assessing and estimating the probability of risk occurrence as well as its impact on each risk. Here, different factors need to be considered such as the degree of risk impact on project objectives and its manageability, the timing of an occurrence, and the likelihood of an occurrence and its relationship with other risks. All these factors provide a better understanding of each risk and allow room for a proper and appropriate way of responding to each risk. Two methods are developed for analyzing risk: qualitative and quantitative methods [31] [38]. The qualitative methods are most applicable when risks can be placed somewhere on a descriptive scale from low to high level. The quantitative methods on the other hand are employed to determine the probability and impacts of the risks identified and are based on statistics, arithmetic’s estimations [39]. The table below summarises the various techniques used for risk analysis; all these techniques are used in construction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Analysis</th>
<th>Qualitative</th>
<th>Quantitative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct judgment</td>
<td>Probability analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranking options</td>
<td>Sensitivity analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.3 Risk responses (RRs)

Risk response is a central component in the RMP that determines what action (if any) will be taken to address risks evaluated in the identification, qualification, and quantification stages [31]. According to [8], RRs are actions taken to eliminate, reduce or transfer a risk or its consequence. The risk response process encompasses planning for an obligatory action to be considered in case a risk event occurs. It also entails taking planned action if required and following up with the consequences of these actions to ensure that the risk plans results in the required outcome. A risk response is determined by proposing several alternatives to eliminate or mitigate an anticipated risk and assign an optimum alternative as a response [41]. According to [42], RR is the “process of identifying/developing risk response options and determining actions for treating the risk, targeting enhancing opportunities and reducing any threats to projects objectives”. RR is, thus, the selection of an appropriate policy to decrease the negative impact of a risk. Given the fact that construction projects are distinctive, the risks involved are massive and dynamic in nature. Hence, it is indispensable to invent appropriate responses to these risks after the initial stages of risk identification, assessment and allocation. [43] defined RR as the planned documents procedure for RM that is used to manage risk throughout the project. It is the stage that involves taking proper measures to accomplish project objectives. Some studies recommend varied response techniques concerning risks in projects. [44] [45], argued that there four distinct ways of responding to risks in a construction project namely: risk avoidance, reduction, transfer and risk retention, whereas [12] divided the response techniques into three by combining avoidance and reduction. [43] on the other hand, indicated that risk responses can be grouped into mitigation or avoidance and acceptance.

2.2.4 Risk control

After risks have been identified, assessed, and appropriate responses have been developed, those findings must be put into action. Risk monitoring and control include implementing the risk plan, which should be an integral part of the project plan. Two key challenges are usually encountered during monitoring and controlling; the first is putting the risk plans into action and ensuring that they are still effective. The second is producing significant documentation to support the process. The step in the description of the RM flow adopted in this study includes ensuring the use of the previous steps. This is to ensure that the identified risks, which are regarded as important, are also controlled exactly the way it was organised in the response step.

In the control step, it is also possible to identify new risks that emerge and the continuous process proceeds. According to [46] risk control aims at controlling deviations, minimise risks and increase the project value. This stage of the RMP handles risks in a way that project objectives are achieved effectively. Risk control is based on a proactive approach other than a reactive approach to having the right measures in place and refining on them continually. No ready-made solutions are available to minimise risks. However the following corrective measures can assist in handling the risks associated with construction projects [47] [36]:

- Adjust plans the scope of work and estimates to counter risk implications.
- Monitor risks regularly, evolve alternate plans to manage predictable risks, when needed.
- Make appropriate decisions.
- Keep all concerned informed about possible risks.

3 Methodology

The work methodology included a literature search. The research was conducted with reference to existing theoretical literature, published and unpublished literature. This research is mainly a literature review and looks at the literature relating to risk identification in the construction industry. This is because the concepts of risk and risk management have been on agenda for many years. To ascertain the aim of the study literature on risk management was embarked which considered subtitles including: definition of risk, concept of risk management and methods employed in identifying and analysing risks in constructions.

4 Lessons learned from literature review

This study has revealed that risk management implicates identifying, assessing and prioritizing risks by monitoring, controlling, and applying managerial resources with a coordinated and economic effort so as to reduce the likelihood of adverse events and so as to maximize the achievement of project objectives. Management risks may lead to several benefits such as identification of favorable alternative course of action, increased confidence in realizing project objective, improved chances of success, reduced surprises, more precise estimates, reduced duplication of effort. In additional, the reviewed literature also stressed that the entire risk management process is not only limited to with solving problem in advance but also for the occurrence of any unexpected future problems. The study further shown that issues with possible threats envisaged in a project are not only a means to reduce losses within the project, but also, a means to transfer risks into opportunities, which can lead to economic profitability, environmental and other advantages as postulated by [48]. Undoubtedly, this study has as well shown that compiling of a list of risks necessary for a particular project is a prudent and proactive activity to be embarked by a project team. This implies that if risk attached to a project is not firstly identified it will be almost impossible to respond to it thereby affecting the entire project. RM, as revealed by the study, must not be a
standalone process rather a coordinated and integrated task that should involve all the project team to enable a successful risk management. Also, not all risks on projects are entirely of negative influence; some are an opportunity to explore into other segments of that would create profitability to the firm.

5 Conclusion

While most studies have focused on some aspects of project management, this paper has examined literature relating to risk management with the accomplishment of all project objectives regarding cost, time, quality, environment and safety. To achieve the objective of this study, the concepts of risk, RM and methods used in analyzing/assessing risk were reviewed. The literature showed that risk identification, risk analysis and assessment, risk response and control are crucial phases in risk management process. Risks must first be identified before they can be controlled or mitigated. Accordingly, this study concludes that risk management should be considered as the most significant activity for successful completion of a project. Risk identification techniques as concluded from this study includes the following: brainstorming, interviews/expert opinion, questionnaires, Delphi technique, expert systems, checklists and documentation review. In the analysis of risk, two categories of methods are developed: qualitative and quantitative methods. Literature revealed risk avoidance, risk reduction, risk transfer and risk retention as techniques mostly used in responding to risk. The study further concludes that issues with possible threats envisaged in a project are not only a means to reduce losses within the project, but also, a means to transfer risks into opportunities, which can lead to economic profitability.
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